Setting Up and Managing Your Dimetra Small System

Delivery Method and Duration:

- Instructor Led 5 Day Workshop

Target Audience:

- Staff responsible for setting-up, configuring and administering Dimetra IP Small system, MTS and MCC7500 equipment

Course Description:

The workshop will provide everything you need to know about setting up and running your system. The course will provide a system overview of the components and applications that make up the system, hands on practical’s that will allow delegates to perform configuration setup procedures for common features and functions as well as common administration tasks.

Prerequisites:

- RF background knowledge

- Configuring and Administering Your Dimetra IP Compact/Scalable System SDMT 412-E

- Managing Dimetra IP Compact/Scalable Systems Performance SDMT 413-E

Key Topics:

- System Overview

- Setting Up of the Core Components Dimetra IP Compact/Scalable System Components, MCC7500 and MTS Equipment

- Configuration of common core Dimetra IP Compact/Scalable System features and functions using configuration applications

- Administration of Dimetra IP Compact/Scalable system Databases \ Servers \ Gateways utilizing the administration menus available to each component